Richmond Crate Motor race weights
In 2019, Loudon, Richmond, and Thompson Speedways will be a Stock crate only race. 6400 rpm chip rule. The following engines and weight combinations will be the only allowed combo's.
Straight crate 2720 lb
Ford D347SR crate 2775 lb (The D347SR7 will not be allowed)

Richmond big motor race weights:
- 604 Straight crate 2720 lb no chip rule
- Crate ford SR / McGunegill Ford 425 LM Spec combo's 2780 lb
- All big motor combo's, 500 cfm 2brl, 2875 lb

Thompson Race
In 2019, Loudon, Richmond, and Thompson Speedways will be a Stock crate only race. 6400 rpm chip rule. The following engines and weight combinations will be the only allowed combo's.
Straight crate 2720 lb
Ford D347SR crate 2775 lb (The D347SR7 will not be allowed)

Loudon
In 2019, Loudon, Richmond, and Thompson Speedways will be a Stock crate only race. 6400 rpm chip rule. The following engines and weight combinations will be the only allowed combo's.
Straight crate 2720 lb
Ford D347SR crate 2775 lb (The D347SR7 will not be allowed)